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Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Shark. Tarantula. Sharkantula.
When a genetically modified tarantula finds itself loose in the Great White shark exhibit at Shark
World, the feisty arachnid sinks its fangs into the main attraction. Without warning, the Great White
mutates into Sharkantula and the opening day show turns deadly. The mutated shark/tarantula
hybrid is hungry and ready to feast upon the flesh of those that don t run away fast enough to
escape her webbing. Desperate to stop the carnage, a group of Shark World employees join forces
with the tarantula s keeper in an effort to stop the devastation before Sharkantula can escape the
confines of the aquatic theme park and spread her terror across the United States. With Roger
Corman s endless Sharktopus movies setting the tone for the endless Shark-whatever movies to
come, birthing a strange sub-genre and crazed culture that peaked with the Sharknado series, it
makes sense that the cult-lit world would take a bite out of the beast. And so, here were are with
writer Essel Pratt (now THAT s a name!) and his new novel Sharkantula....
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The publication is easy in read through safer to comprehend. It is actually loaded with wisdom and knowledge Its been printed in an extremely simple way
and is particularly simply right after i finished reading through this pdf where actually modified me, affect the way i believe.
-- Ms. Clementina Cole V-- Ms. Clementina Cole V

This is the very best publication i have got read until now. It is definitely simplified but shocks within the fi y percent of the pdf. You may like how the
article writer create this pdf.
-- Rosario Durgan-- Rosario Durgan
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